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Abstract: The lecturer is a profession with two different functions: a teacher and a researcher. Teaching and research activities are inseparable and reciprocal and provide great benefit for lecturers. But, doing those activities simultaneously makes a high workload for the lecturer. This research employed the job demands-resources model to investigate the link between teacher-researcher role conflict and psychological well-being. This research was carried out on 250 lecturers in East Java, coming from three big cities, Surabaya, Malang, and Jember, taken by random sampling. Structural equation modelling was used to examine the research model. The results found that the teacher-researcher role conflict has a significant negative effect on work enthusiasm. On the contrary, the teacher-researcher role conflict has a significant positive effect on emotional exhaustion. These findings provide evidence to stakeholders (Universities and The Ministry of Education and Culture) to be more concerned about the dual role that lecturers must carry out as a teacher and a researcher.

INTRODUCTION

The psychological well-being of the employee always becomes an interesting topic to discuss. This is due to the close relationship between employees’ well-being and their work performance (Arens & Morin, 2016; Shen et al., 2015). This also occurs in the education sector, especially in higher education, where lecturers’ psychological well-being is crucial to be discussed deeply.

As we know, lecturers are professions that are burdened by two different roles, teaching, and research (Xu, 2017). Teaching is an activity related to student’ learning, and research is an activity to improve human intelligence, such as the creation of hypotheses, experimentation, and data verification (Xu, 2017).

Teaching and research are inseparable and reciprocal activities. Those activities cannot be separated because a lecturer needs research to keep up with the growth of science. Besides, research also provides good advantages for lecturers, especially linked to their obligations as a teacher. A good teacher should be able to do research based on teaching (Jencks & Riesman, 1968; Kingman, 1993; M. A Rafsanjani et al., 2020; Xu, 2017).

The lecturer profession demands that teaching and research activities can take place simultaneously. However, some literature states it is difficult to carry out these two roles simultaneously. The
Scarcity Model state that someone who has multiple roles and tasks has a strong possibility to experience role conflict because of lack of time and energy, then they will focus on a particular role and neglect the other's role as consequences (Moore, 1963).

In alignment with the scarcity model, The Personality Model state that in teaching and research activities have opposed attribute. The researchers spend a great deal of time working alone, focus and less distraction from outside parties, while the teacher interacts with many parties such as students so that they tend to be more distracted (Eble, 1976).

Furthermore, the divergent rewards model suggests that The incentive systems for teaching and research are dissimilar, so teachers and researchers also have different expectations. Then, they will focus on a particular role and neglect the other role as a consequence (Ladd, 1979).

Based on the theories, lecturers (as teachers and researchers) have a different role but are closely related (interdependent). Many universities, especially in Indonesia, apply different rewards schemes to these two activities (teaching and researching). In the end, there is role conflict; the lecturer prefers to focus on just one role and neglect the others. In response, the institution (university/ministry) has rules that require lecturers to focus on these two roles. This requires lecturers to be able to act as teachers as well as researchers equally well.

The Job Demand-Resources model (from now on referred to as the JDR Model) is part of the job demands. Also, lecturers' dual roles will increase the potential for role conflict (Demerouti et al., 2001). This role conflict causes feelings of dissatisfaction, stress, and psychological and physical exhaustion (Xu, 2017).

On the contrary, lecturers' psychological well-being is an exciting topic to study because it is always associated with motivation, learning outcomes, and teaching quality. The psychological well-being (seen from work enthusiasm and emotional exhaustion) will affect a lecturer in creating optimal learning conditions. It directly impacts the student's motivation and learning outcomes (Arens & Morin, 2016; Klusmann et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2015). This illustrates that psychological well-being is one of the critical determinants of the success of classroom activities.

Many factors affect the psychological well-being of lecturers. The most dominant factor is stress exposure at work. Many studies explain that stress exposure received at work harms one's psychological well-being (Aldrup et al., 2017; Duygulu et al., 2013; Kyriacou, 2011; M. A Rafsanjani et al., 2019; M. Arief Rafsanjani & Rahmawati, 2019). However, most of these studies use stress exposure as a predictor in the form of student discipline behavior, teacher-student interaction, teacher-student conflict, and peer relationship. Very few use the conflicting role as a determinant variable to see the psychological well-being of teacher or lecturer, so this study investigates the role conflict of lecturers, as a teacher and researcher, to predict their psychological well-being.

THEORETICAL SUPPORT
Psychological Well-Being

In the JDR Model, stress exposure had an impact on one's psychological well-being (Demerouti et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2017). The causes of stress (stressors) are used to explain one’s well-being. Stressors are often associated with psychological burdens (Demerouti et al., 2001). Stress is a consequence when the stressor exceeds the ability to handle it. Stressors are the essential things used to predict psychological well-being (Siegrist et al., 2004).

Moreover, psychological well-being is often seen from work enthusiasm and
psychological exhaustion experienced by someone (Aldrup et al., 2017; M. Arief Rafsanjani & Rahmawati, 2019). Positive things mark an optimal psychological condition, and work experience (Ryan & Deci, 2001; Zacher et al., 2015) felt or experienced by someone, such as the job satisfaction, excitement, and the absence of adverse experiences such as stress and emotional fatigue (Diener et al., 1999; Kunter et al., 2008; M. Arief Rafsanjani & Rahmawati, 2019; Watson et al., 1988).

Work enthusiasm is a condition that is felt or experienced when enjoys, likes, and happy about the profession or work was undertaken as a teacher (Kunter et al., 2008; M. A Rafsanjani et al., 2019). This positive psychological condition will impact the quality of teaching of teachers, then affect the motivation and learning outcomes of the student (Keller et al., 2014; Kunter et al., 2013).

To achieve optimal psychological functioning, psychological well-being, a lecturer needs low emotional fatigue. Emotional fatigue or emotional exhaustion referred to the dimension of stress, including feelings of tension and decreased level of patience resulting from work, which will ultimately bring someone to stay away from work both emotionally and cognitively (Maslach et al., 2001).

Emotional exhaustion is an adverse emotional condition and fatigue that culminates in the result of job demands. This is manifested in physical fatigue, psychological and emotional conditions at their lowest point (M. A Rafsanjani et al., 2019; Wright & Cropanzano, 1998). Emotional exhaustion is a factor that causes a decrease in the psychological well-being of lecturers, where emotional fatigue is the main factor that causes a person to despair, give up, and quit their job. Emotional exhaustion refers to a person’s stress dimensions, including feelings of strain, depression, and decreased patience (Maslach et al., 2001; Zacher et al., 2015).

**Teacher-Researcher Role Conflict and Psychological Well-Being**

Most studies related to role conflict focuses on role conflict resulting from an imbalance between work and family on stress and excessive workload (Bruck et al., 2002; Carlson & Kacmar, 2000; Papastylianou et al., 2009; Perrewé et al., 2005; Ren & Caudle, 2016). To explain the phenomenon of teacher-researcher role conflict and its impact on psychological well-being, this study uses the JDR model by (Demerouti et al., 2001).

In the JDR Model, the energy of an employee is closely linked to job requirements (work goals, work pressure, and anything needed both physically and mentally in a job) and job resources (tools or work facilities, career opportunities, supervisor direction, help for colleagues, etc.). Excessive job demands will drain employees' energy and cause stress, thereby adversely affecting the efficiency of employees. Besides, job resources will reduce the negative impact of excessive job demands (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Demerouti et al., 2001; Xu, 2017; Zacher et al., 2015).

The lecturer job demands are required to play two roles as a teacher and a researcher as one form of job demands in the JDR model. Previous research indicates a clear correlation between work requirements and one's psychological well-being (Bakker et al., 2005; Hakanen et al., 2006; M. A Rafsanjani et al., 2019; van den Tooren & de Jong, 2014).

Someone who is demanded to perform two or three different roles (tasks) simultaneously tends to experience role conflict, so they will focus on one role (work) and make concessions on another (Ladd, 1979; Lee & Ashforth, 1996; Zacher et al., 2015). This will cause stress and dissatisfaction and influence psychological well-being (Rizzo et al., 1970; Xu, 2017).

Based on the JDR Model and previous research findings, teacher-
researcher role conflict is one form of job demands that can affect psychological well-being. Excessive job demands on teaching and research assignments can drain the physical and emotional of lecturers. Plus, the different characteristics of the roles are different. Researchers tend to focus and minimize interaction with outsiders to avoid distraction, while teachers are required to be able to interact with students well (the personality model) (Eble, 1976; Xu, 2017), it drains the physical and psychological condition of a lecturer. The two roles' rewards system is also different, making the lecturer focus on a particular role and neglect the others (the divergent rewards model) (Ladd, 1979; Xu, 2017) will reduce work enthusiasm.

METHOD

This study is explanatory research with ex post facto design, which attempts to explain the link between teacher-researcher role conflict and the psychological well-being of the lecturer. The current research was conducted on lecturers in East Java Province from three big cities, Surabaya, Malang, and Jember. With the consideration of data analysis using SEM that need a minimum sample size of 200 (Kline, 2011) and 30-460 (Wolf et al., 2013), then the number of samples in this study were 250 lecturers taken proportionally.

All the instrument used in this study is adopted from the previous study. The teacher-researcher role conflict variable adopted the instrument developed by Netemeyer et al. (1996) and Cao et al. (2020) with a few adjustments. This instrument consists of five items. For psychological well-being variables seen from two dimensions, work enthusiasm, and emotional exhaustion. For work enthusiasm using the instruments developed by Kunter et al. (2008) and Aldrup et al. (2018) consists of 6 items. Furthermore, emotional exhaustion using MBI-ES by Maslach et al. (1997) consists of 4 items. The current research using structural equation modeling with WarpPLS 5.0 examines the relationship between the variables while ensuring that the manifest variable used to measure latent variables is appropriate (confirmed).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In the first one, we tested the GoF, the outer model, and the inner model. Outer model testing is related to the questionnaire's validity and reliability, the validity using convergent validity and discriminant validity, and the reliability using composite reliability and alpha Cronbach.

Table 1. Loading Factors of Manifest Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TRC</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>EE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRC1</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC2</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC3</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC4</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC5</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE1</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE2</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>-0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE3</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE4</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE5</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE6</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE1</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE2</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE3</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE4</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outer model test (Table 1) shows that the value of the factor loading for each indicator is more than 0.7, and the value of cross-loading on the latent variable is less than the factor loading value. It indicates that all the indicators are valid (Hair et al., 2010; Solimun et al., 2017).

Table 2. Composite Reliability and Cronbach’s Alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TRC</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>EE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite reliability</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s alpha</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moreover, the value of composite reliability and alpha Cronbach (Table 2) for each variable is more than 0.8, which indicates the questionnaire is reliable (Ghozali, 2013; Maholtra, 1996; Solimun et al., 2017). The inner model test, show that the GoF of the research model is good and ideal (APC < .001; ARS < .001, AVIF = 1.156, GoF = .272). It indicates that the structural model of this study is fit (Solimun et al., 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Respondents Characteristic (N = 250)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study's respondents’ characteristics (Table 3) were seen from the gender and educational background. Of the 250 respondents, most were male (57 %), and the rest were female (43 %). While from the level of education, most respondents in this study were S2 (83 %), and the rest were S3 (17 %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Mean, Standard Deviations and Correlation of the Variables (N = 250)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01

Table 4 shows there is a significant negative effect of teacher-researcher role conflict on work enthusiasm. On the contrary, a significant positive effect of teacher-researcher role conflict on emotional exhaustion was found. Whereas work enthusiasm did not correlate significantly with emotional exhaustion.

The results of hypothesis test (Table 5) show that the teacher-researcher role conflict has a negative significant impact on the work (β = -0.104, p = 0.048) and has a positive significant impact on emotional exhaustion (β = 0.470, p < 0.001). These indicate that the conflict occurring within a lecturer, related to the dual function (as a teacher and researcher) has a significant role in influencing work enthusiasm and emotional exhaustion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Hypothesis Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The Relationship between the Variable

Hypothesis testing shows that teacher-researcher role conflict has a significant negative impact on work enthusiasm. Meanwhile, there is a significant positive impact of teacher-researcher role conflict on emotional exhaustion.

This indicates that the higher the role of conflict in teaching and research, will reduce the level of enthusiasm for their work and increase emotional exhaustion. The role conflict is caused by the high job demands experienced by lecturers and must carry out two roles at the same time. It drains energy both physically and emotionally, affecting psychological conditions (work enthusiasm and emotional exhaustion). This is aligned with the JDR Model proposed by Demerouti et al. (2001), the job demands closely related to the psychological condition (work enthusiasm and emotional exhaustion).

Furthermore, the lecturer profession's high demands are reflected in the multiple roles that must be carried out.
It leads to the difficulty of dividing time and energy to carry out these two roles to the maximum. In the end, they will be more focused on one role and neglect other roles (role conflict). It’s aligned with the Scarcity Model by Moore (1963) that someone who has many roles and tasks is more comfortable experience role conflict.

However, the role of a teacher and researcher has different job characteristics. On the one hand, a lecturer has to interact, communicate, and keep good relations with students. This interaction led the lecturer to experience much distraction. On the other hand, researchers need a minimum distraction to keep the focus on completing the research project. This makes a lecturer more prone to experiencing role conflict because they must be good in two different job characteristics. This confirms The Personality Model by Eble (1976), someone required to carry out more roles or tasks with different characters lead them to difficulty. Thus the work performance will be low. The lack of job performance caused by excessive workload will reduce work enthusiasm and raise emotional exhaustion.

The decrease in work enthusiasm will be seen when a lecturer no longer enjoys and likes their work, lack of excitement in carrying out the job, and decreased involvement in the job that should be their responsibility (Kunter et al., 2008; M. A Rafsanjani et al., 2019). The decrease in work enthusiasm is due to high job demands. Its caused by the task as a teacher and a researcher that must be done by lecturers. Furthermore, teacher-researcher role conflict also raising emotional exhaustion, which is marked by rising stress levels and decreasing the lecturers' level of patience in carrying out his duties as a teacher and researcher. Those manifestations of physical tiredness and the weakest psychological and emotional level (Wright & Cropanzano, 1998) result from job demands as a teacher and researcher. These are in line with Maslach et al. (2001), finding that increasing emotional exhaustion will cause stress and decrease the level of patience and make them stay away from the job.

Moreover, teacher-researcher role conflict is also a result of different rewards from the two roles (teacher and researcher). Thus, many lecturers choose to focus on a role that provides a greater reward, and as a consequence, some roles are not carried out optimally. This finding confirms The divergent rewards model by Ladd (1979). People will focus on the job that provides more significant rewards schemes.

Finally, the current findings confirmed three models at once, i.e., The Scarcity Model (Eble, 1976), The Divergent Rewards Model (Ladd, 1979), The JDR Model (Demerouti et al., 2001) and strengthen the previous studies about the link of teacher-researcher role conflict and psychological well-being (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Hakanen et al., 2006; M. A Rafsanjani et al., 2019, 2020; van den Tooren & de Jong, 2014; Xu, 2017).

CONCLUSION
This research employed the JDR model as a theoretical anchor to examining the relationship of teacher-researcher role conflict and psychological well-being (work enthusiasm and emotional exhaustion). A significant negative relation was found between teacher-researcher role conflict and work enthusiasm. Meanwhile, a significant positive relation also was found between teacher-researcher role conflict and emotional exhaustion. Referring to these findings, we advise stakeholders in universities or related ministries (Ministry of Education and Culture) to be more concerned about the potential role conflict experienced by lecturers due to the dual role as a teacher and a researcher.
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